The goal is to map over 1000 genes per year, an ambiand spatial precision. The specific workshop tasks intious but achievable task. As an electrophysiologist, an cluded thinking about how best to collect and organize effort that I found particularly exciting is being led by molecular neuroanatomy information so that it is of optiDrs. Nat Heintz, Mary-Beth Hatten, and Alex Joyner mal use to the largest segment of scientists possible.
shop? It was universally concluded that the generation of a Molecular Brain Map has the potential to revolutionize the study of both normal and diseased brain in a manner analogous to the Human Genome Project. It should not, however, be limited to gene expression patterns but also needs to contain connectivity information about the inputs each neuronal subclass receives and the targets that they contact. This enormous endeavor will benefit from an approach that combines a broad survey of gene expression with a more in-depth, detailed focus on model neural circuits, such as those that occur in the retina, cerebellum, or hippocampus. Of course, it will be key to standardize the acquisition and sharing of data in the Map, and full public access is mandatory. Many additional issues were mentioned which clearly warrant further discussion. How can Molecular Brain Maps be extended to species other than mouse and man? To different developmental stages? To diseased brains? How can proteins as well as mRNAs be mapped?
The final recommendation of the workshop worth mentioning is the emphasis that should be placed on the continued development of tools that permit the delivery of genes to specific neuronal populations. I alluded to the incredible power that such technologies afford in the discussion of BAC transgenic mice. Additional enabling reagents include not only banks of BACs but also banks of full-length transcripts/cDNAs, antibody probes, and short promoter elements that will permit cell type-specific molecular manipulations in primates and other nongenetic species. Such specific expression of transgenes will facilitate mapping neuronal connectivity, especially when genetically encoded tracers that are transported across synapses are routinely available (e.g., DeFalco et al., 2001). When everything is in place and optimized such that the connectivity of any molecularly identified cell across two, three, or four synapses can be rapidly elucidated, the expressed gene profile of the cell can be known following any variety of in vivo experiences, and genetically encoded reporters and modulators of neuronal activity can be expressed in your cells and circuits of choice; imagine the experiments you can perform, the insights about brain function that can be garnered.
I strongly encourage you to check out the websites listed in this article. We may have completed the Decade of the Brain, but we are now beginning the Century of the Brain, and you do not want to be left behind. Find out what resources are already available. Share your findings in the databases that are being or will be set up. Let your opinions be known. What we hope to accomplish is nothing less than a thorough understanding of the most complicated entity in the universe. This will take massive and concerted efforts such as those discussed at this workshop. But what better way to spend one's life and, as a consequence, improve mankind's lot.
